ELECTRICAL MANUAL
CHARGING WITH THE SOLAR PANELS
1. Preparing the solar system
a. Open the electrical cupboard and
change the inverter (blue box at
centre of cabinet) switch settings from
“Off” to “On”
b. The lights will go on in the container –
if not, check domestic socket switch
CB1
c. Take the crate called “Solar and AC
input cables” from the shelving unit.
d. Pick the main solar cable and the 2
solar extension leads and place them
outside near where you intend to place the solar panels.
2. Mounting the solar panels
(this is a 2-person job)
a. The solar panels are
stored to the right of the
electrical cabinet
b. Remove the strap and
take panel number 1
outside to the desired
position.
c. Place the panel in
“Landscape” mode so
that the numbers on the back read correctly.
d. Pull out the stand and lock it in with the provided chain in an angled position, best
for efficient solar collection.
e. Remove the chain and the cable which are stored with a piece of foam in the
panel’s frame and make sure to save the foam pieces by tucking them back into the
panel frame.
! It is advised to not install or remove the panels in windy conditions and store them
back in the container for protection, as they can present a large surface for a gale wind.
Solar panels are not to be left unattended overnight and need to be stored back in the
container at any time.
f. Continue with panel 2 to 4 by placing the panels in pairs starting from left to right
looking at the numbers on the back: 1+2 and 3+4 so that the connection boxes of
each panel pair are facing each other.
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3. Wiring of the Solar Panels
a. Each panel connection and cable have a unique letter and a number. The number is
identical with the panel number and the letter is the connection identifier. There is
only one pair of letters each, so A goes to A and B goes to B and so on. Just join
corresponding letters to patch up the system.
! Never un-patch the main cable attached to the patch bay and never remove the
Anderson plug adapter from main cable!
b. Each pair of panels got one interconnection to its neighbour, A1- gets connected to
B2+ and C3- connects to C4+.
Below is the interconnection between panel 3 and 4 which is to patch C3- to C4+.
Solar connectors just click and lock into each other and need to be pinched with 2
fingers to unlock and then pulled. Never pull on the cables but hold the connectors.
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c. Place the Patch Bay end of the Solar Main cable where panel 1 meets panel 2

d. Patch Panel 1 + 2 connectors into the marked connectors on the Patch Bay with the
same name
e. Now roll out the 2 extension cables and patch the ends of E3+ and E4- into the
marked connectors of the Patch Bay and the other ends bring close to panel 3+4.
Any access can be kept on a small roll under the back of the panels.
f. Patch the other end of the extension cable 1 of D3- into D3+ of panel 3 and
extension cable 2 of D4+ into D4- of panel 4
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g. Roll out the Main Solar cable toward the external connection box at the left side of
the container.

h. Notice the DC cut-off switch on the right side should be in the “Off” position
before doing any connection. Additionally, the Solar Breaker inside the Electrical
cabinet on the right side needs to be off.
i. Left to the DC switch is the “Solar Panel Input” socket. Open the flap covering the
socket and plug the connector into the socket – it may have to be rotated 180° to
fit in.

j. Recheck one more time for proper cabling, then set the DC switch to the “On”
position
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k. Enter the container and activate the Solar Breaker in the Electrical Cabinet. Watch
the Solar Monitor if the Panels are now charging the batteries (Refer to the manual
of the Solar Monitor for operation).
l. Wiring Schematics:
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4. Monitoring battery and solar panels.
There are 2 important instruments to check frequently

The battery monitor on top and the MPPT-controller for the solar charge at bottom.

Battery Monitor

MPPT Control
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a. The battery monitor checks the state of charge, capacity and remaining time of the
battery at the current load.
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b. The MPPT-controller shows the state of the solar charge. Just use the up down
buttons to go through the menu. The status menu is automatically active when the
controller is powered on. PLEASE DON’T USE THE SET-UP MENU!
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5. Powering up the system
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a. The switch on the Multiplus panel has 3 positions
i. off (middle position) – this should be the norm when you open the container
unless it was on charge (charging either from power (generator) or solar
ii. on (top position), uses the battery or an external power source (switches
automatically once external power is present). Power is available on all
outlets
iii. charger only (bottom position) the batteries are charged by solar and/or
external power. No Power is available from any outlets.
iv. For a detailed manual of the operation modes and LED lamp status please
refer to the available separate Victron manual.
b. The AC Switchboard
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i. There is no need to operate any of the circuit breakers except on trouble shooting
or electrical work. An exception is transport of the container, where all circuit
breakers need to be at the OFF position. Another exception is when external AC
cables on the outside of the ARK keeps plugged in overnight or without
supervision. To avoid any lightning surge then all circuit breakers need to be off
(better remove any external cables when a storm is forecast and have both solar
circuit breakers off).
ii. The GEN IN circuit breaker is normally OFF. It is to be switched on when power
from an external AC source like from a domestic plug or a generator is needed.
First attach the cables for the external source, if a generator is connected, start the
generator first until it reaches it’s nominal AC output and then set the GEN IN
circuit breaker to the ON position.
iii. If a faulty cable or device triggers the RESIDUAL CURRENT DEVICE then remove
any devices one by one from the sockets until the switch no longer trips. Then don’t
use the cable or device no longer until it was repaired by an electrician.

c. Powering up procedures
i. Battery operation only, no charging
1. Switch the Victron panel to the ON position.
2. The AC outlets will have power, the fans will operate
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3. When the batteries are discharged the Inverter will switch itself off to protect
the batteries from damage. It is still advisable to cease operation if the
battery monitor shows less than 15% charge left.
4. Running the solar panels at the same time will increase the battery time.
5. To cease operation set the Victron switch to the middle “off” position.
ii. External power with battery backup
1. In this mode an external cable from a domestic socket or a generator supply
the power to the ARC. If more power is needed than the external source can
provide then the battery will help to maintain the internal AC supply without
interruption (like having a small, weak petrol generator)
2. The GEN IN circuit breaker needs to be OFF beforehand
3. Connect the external power source to the AC input outside the ARC
4. Connect it to the external source and have it switched on or start the
generator and bring it to it’s nominal outoput.
5. Switch the GEN IN circuit breaker to ON
6. Switch the Victron panel switch to “on”
7. After a short delay, while the inverter is testing the external power source,
the “mains on” LED will be lit and the internal AC outlets should have power
8. In case more power is needed the inverter will automatically add power from
the internal batteries
9. The solar panels may charge at the same time.
10. To power down:
a. Switch the Victron power switch to “off”
b. Switch off the GEN IN circuit breaker
c. Power down the power source feeding the external cable
d. Remove the external cable from the ARC
iii. Charging only
1. Solar Charging
a. Connect the solar panels as described earlier
b. Set the Victron panel switch to “charger only”
c. The panels will charge the batteries. The system will make sure that batteries
are not overcharged once the batteries are getting full
d. No power is available on the AC outlets
e. To power down remove the panels and set the Victron panel switch to “off”
2. AC charging (can be used parallel with Solar charging)
In this mode an external cable from a domestic socket or a generator supply the power to
the ARC. If more power is needed than the external source can provide then the battery will
help to maintain the internal AC supply without interruption (like having a small, weak petrol
generator)
a. The GEN IN circuit breaker needs to be OFF beforehand
b. Connect the external power source to the AC input outside the ARC
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c. Connect it to the external source and have it switched on or start the
generator and bring it to its nominal output.
d. Switch the GEN IN circuit breaker to ON
e. Switch the Victron panel switch to “charger only”
f. After a short delay, while the inverter is testing the external power source,
the “mains on” LED will be lit.
g. No power is available on the AC outlets. The solar panels may charge at the
same time.
To power down:
h. Switch the Victron power switch to “off”
i. Switch off the GEN IN circuit breaker
j. Power down the power source feeding the external cable
k. Remove the external cable from the ARC
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